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Abstract - A small, non-contact optical sensor
invented by the author attaches to a robot (or
other machines), enabling the robot to detect
objects, adjust its alignment in all six degrees
of freedom (SixDOF), and read a task from a
code on the part. Thus, the SixDOF sensor
provides robots more intelligence to operate
autonomously and adapt to changes without
human intervention.  A description of the
sensor is provided.  Also, an operating
arrangement of a robot using the SixDOF
sensor is presented with performance results
described.

I. INTRODUCTION

The problem with industrial robots today is that they are
physically capable but intellectually unadaptable
machines in comparison to humans. Robots have the
physical agility to perform many human-like tasks, but
even the most advanced manufacturing robots have
almost no human-like ability to interpret their
environment and make intelligent decisions on their own.
Up to now, we have been forced to treat robots as dumb
machines, training them to perform each new task, and
requiring them to totally rely on exact positioning of the
robot and part. If a new part or tool is introduced, the
robot must be retrained - a major cost of retooling a

plant. Worse yet, simple process anomalies such as part
misplacement, contamination, wear, slack in the robot
arm, or temperature changes can lower product quality,
damage robots, stop production lines, or even injure
workers. The bottom line is that robots need to be
smarter to be more productive.

One main obstacle to smarter robots is their inability to
sense their environment as humans do. We humans sense
displacement and orientation of objects, i.e. all six
degrees of freedom (6-DOF), enabling us to perform
complex and intelligent tasks so effortlessly that we take
for granted how complex those tasks are for a robot to
duplicate. In fact, humans perform 6-DOF tasks all the
time, for example, drinking from a can, eating with a
fork, getting dressed, or putting an ink pen into a holder
are everyday 6-DOF tasks. These seemingly simple tasks
are complex when looked at closely, and the ability to
sense all 6-DOF is absolutely essential to performing
them.
    

Exploring our ability even more, humans associate tasks
with the recognition of an object. For example, if we are
given a fork, we know to eat with it rather than drink
from it. In other words, we can interpret the task by just
seeing the item. If robots could do the same, each part
could inform the robot which task to perform on it, and if
the robot could sense its relative position in all 6-DOF as
we humans do, then robots could perform tasks without



training and with autonomy. In other words, the robot
would have substantially more intelligence.

In some cases, cameras are attached to a robot arm
providing 2 or 3 dimensional position information.
Cameras are sufficient for simple 3-dimensional pick and
place operations. However, many robots today have 6-
axes, meaning they are physically capable of complex
manipulation of parts.  For them, sensing only a few of
the 6-DOF is insufficient since the robot still must be
taught how to manipulate the part in the unsensed axes.

II. HOW THE SixDOF SENSOR MAKE ROBOTS
MORE INTELLIGENT

The SixDOF Position Sensor developed at Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) provides the
intelligence needed for robots to adapt to their
environment and make decisions with autonomy. Since
the SixDOF sensor is small, it can be located on the tool
head of a multi-axis manipulator (see Figure 1).  As our
eyes enable us to locate objects, the SixDOF sensor
enable robots to detect the presence of a part and align
to it in six degrees of freedom, immediately and without
human intervention -- even if the part is inaccurately
positioned and significantly different from the last part.
LLNL’s SixDOF Sensor is the only robot sensor capable
of measuring position in all 6-DOF. Other robot sensors
detect 3-DOF at most. Knowing the position of the part
relative to the robot in all 6-DOF enables flexible
automation of complex tasks which now can only be
performed manually or after machine training by a
human operator.

Tx = 12, Rx = 13
Ty = 34, Ry = 45
Tz = 02, Rz = 67
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Figure 1. A SixDOF sensor guiding a robot

Furthermore, the SixDOF sensor can read task
assignments coded on the part. Knowing the task and its
relative position to the part, the robot can perform pre-
programmed instructions specific to a particular part, e.g.
drill hundreds of holes, weld large metal pieces, etc.
This is possible because the part shape is exactly
defined by 3-dimensional CAD drawings. If the robot
knows the task and exactly where it is with respect to
the part, then it can work anywhere on the part with
precision. With the task assignment coded on the part, a
variety of parts can be interchanged in a process without

the need to retrain or reprogram the robot [1]. Since the
parts are only loosely delivered to the robot, part
fixturing doesn't need to be changed either. The
operation becomes autonomous and totally flexible.
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Figure 2. Inside the SixDOF Position Sensor

III. HOW THE SixDOF POSITION SENSOR WORKS

The SixDOF sensor is composed of four assemblies: a
laser illuminator, beam splitting and directing optics,
three position sensitive detectors (PSDs), and signal-
processing electronics (see Figure 2).  All the PSDs
(also called lateral-effect photo diodes) are 2-
dimensional and only recently became available as low-
cost, compact, and highly accurate detectors.  The laser
source is a 3-milliwatt diode laser. Two small mirrors,
M1 and M2 guide the 1-mm diameter laser beam to the
primary optical axis of the sensor. The beam then passes
through two negative lenses (L1) that diverge the beam
at about 40 degrees. This high divergence creates a 2-
centimeter laser spot at about 3 cm from the face of the
sensor. The beam divergence, depth of field, and spot
size can be changed by choosing different negative
lenses.  

Two reflective reference points, a 4-millimeter dot and a
1-by-1-mm bar, are mounted on non-reflective tape and
applied to the part being worked on. The laser light
reflects off the references and back into the sensor.
Because the beam is diverging, the reflections are
magnified in area when the light returns to the sensor,
allowing most of the light to go around the negative
lenses and through a large, collimating lens (L2) instead.
After collimation, the beam continues through a notch



filter, which passes the laser light but blocks light at
other wavelengths.

Inside the sensor, light from the dot is divided into two
beams by a beam splitter. Half of the beam is reflected
90 degrees onto PSD3.  The other half of the beam
passes through the beam splitter, into a focusing lens L3,
and onto PSD2.  The light from the second reflective
surface, the bar, also passes through the filter.  However,
because this reflective bar is tilted relative to the dot,
the laser light reflecting from it passes through a
different section of the filter, missing the collimating
lens and illuminating PSD1.  

Through creative use of mirrors and lenses, each of the
three PSDs has a different sensitivity to the relative
position of the sensor and the reflectors.  PSD1 is most
sensitive to straight-line motion between the bar and the
sensor (Z) and the rotation of the sensor about that axis
(Rz).  PSD2 is most sensitive to tilt about the X and Y
axes (Rx and Ry), and PSD3 is most sensitive to
straight-line motion of the sensor relative to the
reference dot (X and Y). Information from all three PSDs
is needed to determine all 3 positions and 3 orientations
of the sensor relative to the part.  

The analog signals from the three PSDs are processed by
electronics remotely located from the sensor head,
digitized, and fed into a computer where they are
decoupled to define the six axes of information.   The
position data is used to instruct the robot to make
corrective actions. The sensor is extremely accurate with
micrometer resolution in translation and sub-milliradian
(< 0.01 degree) resolution in tilt and rotation.  Accuracy
can be traded for more field of view, and range can be
adjusted by changing the placement of PSD1 and/or the
tilt angle of the bar.  See reference [2] for more
information on how the sensor works.

The reflectors can be applied to the part with a 1-DOF
motion of a flexible fixture that guides on the edges or
holes in the part. The reflectors can also be stamped,
painted on the part or made flat with a hologram
replacing the bar reflector. Whichever type, it can be
used over and over again during various processes,
calibrations, and inspections.

Task information is coded on the part as a ratio of the
reflector areas (dot and bar). The photodetectors not only
measure the position of the light reflected from the
reflectors, they also measure the amount of light
reflected. The amount of light reflected is reliably
dependent on the area of the reflectors. Thus, dividing
the measurement of the light reflected from the bar by
the measurement of the light reflected from the dot forms
a unique number. If the ratio of the reflector areas were
changed, a different ratio would result. The effects of

other variables such as increased ambient light, dust,
etc., are proportional to reflector area and are canceled
when the measurements are divided. Consequently, the
area ratio of the reflectors is a reliable means of coding
task assignments on the part which the robot can read
with a SixDOF sensor.

III. TESTING THE SIXDOF SENSOR ON A ROBOT

Tests were conducted to prove the premise of a more
intelligent manufacturing robot, using a SixDOF sensor
which enabled the robot to adapt to a changes in the
environment and make decisions on its own.
Specifically, the following capabilities were tested.

A. Detect the presence of a part
B. Align to a part in all six degrees of freedom
C. Read a task from the part

Figure 3. The SixDOF sensor attached to a 6-axes robot

The test arrangement consisted of a 6-axes robot with a
SixDOF sensor and peg attached to its wrist, a signal
processing unit, a laptop computer, and a part with
reflectors(see Figure 3). The optical axis of the SixDOF
sensor was coaligned with the Z axis of the robot wrist.
The signal processing unit amplified the analog data
from the sensor and converted it to digital information.
The digital information was read by a small laptop
computer which in software decoupled the six channels
of information for display on the computer screen (see
Figure 4). Each channel was shown: X, Y, Z, Rx, Ry,
Rz.



Figure 4. The sensor data displayed on a computer

A part with four spring legs was used to show how a
high-accuracy task can be performed on a wobbly part.
Through the part were many long, square holes which
were only slightly larger than the square peg on the
robot. Thus, the task of inserting a peg into one of these
holes was a precision, 6-DOF problem. Also, on the part
were miniature reflectors, a dot and a tilted bar cut out
of an aluminum sheet. The reflectors were fixed to non-
reflective black tape which was stuck to the top of the
part. When the part was inserted under the sensor, laser
light from the sensor illuminated the reflectors, and the
light reflected back into the sensor provided information
on the relative location of the part and sensor.

In a typical industrial environment, the part would be
delivered to the robot on a conveyor belt. That delivery
was simulated by inserting the part under the sensor by
hand and observing the sensor data displayed on the
computer screen. The software was written to show no
errors unless sufficient light was reflected into the sensor
from the part. This capability was verified when the
sensor displayed errors only when the part was
illuminated by the sensor's laser beam. Thus, the first
capability (A) of detecting a part was shown.

The second capability was demonstrated by attempting
to insert the same peg into the part before and after
alignment. Without the SixDOF sensor, the spring legs
made exact alignment of the part relative to the robot
near impossible, simulating the. difficulty of exact part
positioning in the industrial environment. To follow
through with this simulation, no attempt was made to
correct the alignment since industrial robots cannot
detect position errors in all 6-axes. Consequently, when
the robot moved to insert the peg into a hole, the peg hit
the part causing the spring legs to compress (see Figure
5). If the robot motion had not been stopped, the part
probably would have been damaged.

Figure 5. An unaligned robot could not insert the peg

Then, the SixDOF sensor was used to align the robot to
the part. The robot was moved using its teach pendant
until the error readings of all six channels on the
computer screen were zero. In an industrial situation, this
alignment process would be fully automated with the
robot controller collecting the sensor data, processing it,
and moving the robot in a fraction of a second and to
micrometer and microradian resolution. When the
position errors were zero, another attempt was made to
insert the peg into the part. That time, the square peg
entered the square hole with no problem (see Figure 6),
demonstrating the second capability (B) that with a
SixDOF sensor, a robot can accurately align to a loosely
placed part in all six degrees of freedom.

Figure 6. An aligned robot successfully inserted the peg
The final capability tested was the reading of a task from
the part. As stated earlier, this is implemented by
comparing the amount of light reflected from the bar
reflector (onto PSD1) to the amount of light reflected



from the dot reflector (onto PSD2).  When the position
errors were near zero, the measurement of light
accumulated on PSD1 was divided by the measurement
of light accumulated on PSD2, forming a ratio. The
integer value of that ratio is shown in the bottom left
corner of the computer screen (see Figure 4). In this test
case, the measurements were nearly equivalent,
resulting in a ratio value of one. Other reflector
arrangements generated different ratios. Since this
number could have assigned a specific robot task, this
demonstrated the capability to read a task from a part,
the third and final capability (C) needed to demonstrate
a robot with some intelligence.

IV.  WILL MANUFACTURERS ADAPT TO USING
PART REFERENCES?

This sounds like the breakthrough that flexible
manufacturers have been seeking - a sensor that enables
robots to adapt to changing situations.  However, at least
some manufacturers take  a philosophical issue with
implementation, stating that adding reflectors to parts is
another process step, and new steps are costly and must
be avoided.  That norm does not apply in this case for
the following two reasons.  First, rather than adding a
reflective surface to a part later, it can be made into the
part when it is formed, avoiding any cost or delay
associated with it.  For example, a plastic injection mold
with a small, smooth circular area surrounded by a
diffuse texture will generate, on every part, the reflective
references needed for the SixDOF sensor.  Likewise,
metals references can be made when a metal part is
stamped or forged into its initial shape.  

Secondly, improvements in efficiency and adaptability
by referencing to the part rather than to fixed reference
frames far outweighs the relatively minor cost of
implementation.  As described above, aligning each
manufacturing component (conveyer belts, fixtures,
parts, robots, etc.) to fixed and arbitrary reference frames
is wasteful, requiring exact positioning, robot training,
and expensive fixtures to keep the process from breaking
down.    In contrast, with references on the part, sensors
like the SixDOF enable robots to adapt to loosely
aligned parts without training or expensive fixtures.
Furthermore, one set of references can consistently guide
many different robots through every process that part
undergoes such as milling, welding, inspection,
inventory, etc.

It is interesting that the argument against applying
reflectors could have also been made against applying
bar codes on products.  Notably, it is difficult to find a
product today without a bar code.  Like the bar code,
indications are that SixDOF reflectors on parts have
compelling benefits which could greatly improves
flexible manufacturing.  Of course, in many applications,

the reflectors can be attached to a fixture or a frame
which is used over and over again.  In that case, the
reflectors are only applied once.  Finally, LLNL has
worked on other SixDOF sensors which use existing part
features rather than applying reflectors, although
accuracy and speed are diminished.   So, manufacturers
certainly could adapt to using part references, but only
time will tell if they will.

V. OTHER APPLICATIONS OF THE SIXDOF SENSOR

The majority of robots are used on industrial production
lines, but smarter robots will have many more
applications. Given more human like capabilities, robots
will be able to perform more human-like tasks. A few
examples are mentioned below.

     Assembling          parts    . For example, reflective references
could be placed on an aircraft fuselage, and a SixDOF
sensor mounted on a wing so that the sensor could detect
any misalignment as the two large parts are assembled.
Assembling items from prefabed houses to bridges could
be assembled this way.

     Calibrating        robots        or       tools        anytime        during        a        process    . For
example, robot welders are often damaged during
cleaning because the robot has gone out of calibration.
By calibrating the welding tip to a SixDOF sensor just
before cleaning, the damage can be avoided.

   Inspecting        parts     .  With a SixDOF sensor, the location of
reflectors or key features on a part can be compared to
reference points in all 6-DOF. Insuring the correct
position of high value items such as computer boards to
optics can be almost immediately assessed using this
sensor.

     Tracking        an        object        relative       to        a       fixed        platform.    A SixDOF
sensor located on a fixed reference platform could
measure a moving object's deviation from a desired path
and guide it back on line. The object could be tracked
from centimeters or kilometers from the sensor.
Airplanes, boats, even cars may someday benefit from
laser guidance of this type.

     Guiding         a          manipulator         relative        to         a          stationary          object   .
SixDOF reflectors are very inexpensive and can be
placed on thousands of objects. For example, with
reflectors on garbage cans, a truck with a SixDOF sensor
could adjust to the cans without driver intervention.
Warehouses could also benefit from 6-DOF alignment of
automated carts to holding bins.

     Hand         controlling         6-DOF           machines    . A SixDOF sensor
mounted inside a flexible hand support could be
translated and rotated about fixed reflectors underneath
it, controlling a 6-DOF machine in real-time. Possible



uses range from operating cranes to computers (a 6-DOF
mouse).

     Robot        surgery    . Even the best surgeons make mistakes. A
robot guided by a SixDOF sensor, and a reflector
mounted to the patient's bone could be more reliable.
Furthermore, the sensor's small size could improve
access. The sensor could even track moving organs such
as the heart or lungs.

     Diagnosing            muscle           recovery    . To evaluate physical
therapy, doctors need to know how a patient's muscles
move during exercises. By following reflective
references mounted on the patient's injured limb, a robot
with a SixDOF sensor can generate a 6-DOF mapping of
muscle motions

     Remotely        performing        dangerous       tasks    . The sensor enables
remote manipulation of radioactive, toxic, or explosive
materials. For example, a robot with a SixDOF sensor
could track an operator's hands during disassemble of a
dummy bomb while a second robot, electronically slaved
to the first, would disassemble the real one.

     Adding         more        dimensions       to        games        and       toys.     Most video
games have only one or two dimensional control of
objects on the monitor, i.e. driving a car.  However,
simulating more challenging activities such as skiing,

flying, dancing require control in multiple, if not all six,
degrees of freedom which a SixDOF control device
could provide.

VI. SUMMARY:

Robots are a wonderful industrial tool relieving us from
monotonous and dangerous labor. However, robots are far
from reaching their full potential, in large part because
they have lacked the sensors to make them more
intelligent. The SixDOF sensor fills that void, vastly
improving the capabilities of robots and enabling them to
accomplish more complex and autonomous tasks.
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